Discovery of the element with atomic number Z = 118 completing the 7 th row of the periodic table (IUPAC Technical Report) DOI 10.1515/pac-2015-0501 Received December 14, 2015 accepted December 29, 2015 Abstract: The fourth IUPAC/IUPAP Joint Working Party (JWP) on the priority of claims to the discovery of new elements 113, 115, 117 and 118 has reviewed the relevant literature pertaining to several claims. In accordance with the criteria for the discovery of elements previously established by the 1991 IUPAC/IUPAP Transfermium Working Group (TWG), and reinforced in subsequent IUPAC/IUPAP JWP discussions, it was determined that the Dubna-Livermore collaboration has fulfilled those criteria for element Z = 118. A synopsis of experiments and related efforts is presented.
Introduction
The working party of independent experts drawn from IUPAC and IUPAP has addressed recent results of experiments searching for new heavy elements. Laboratories involved in the studies were contacted requesting papers relevant to the discoveries' consideration by the Joint Working Party on Discovery of Elements (JWP). The deadline for submission was 31 May 2012. Within the JWP, extensive review was conducted amongst members via electronic communications. This report is a continuation of the effort [1] that addressed elements 113, 115, and 117.
Criteria
The criteria that must be satisfied for the discovery of a new chemical element to be recognized were established by the IUPAP/IUPAC Transfermium Working Group (TWG) in 1991 [2] . Among those detailed criteria, sections particularly relevant to current deliberations follow. The numbers are the same as in the original work [2] does not wish to take up a rigid position on this matter and would not wish to exclude from admissibility any form of bona fide publication of wide general accessibility.
These have served effectively as guiding principles since then by subsequent JWPs [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] . In our considerations, positive factors include low background events, cross-bombardments, excitation functions, internal reproducibility in productions and in decays, physicochemical behavior, spatial correlations of evaporation residues and subsequent decays, and separators distinguishing Z-values. When such favorable properties occur in combination, the case may be regarded as greatly strengthened. Observation of characteristic K-and /or L-X-rays would obviously be beneficial but are currently still not an established part of the data used for assignment. Factors that are troublesome to the JWP, but not necessarily invalidating, include missing anchors to known/familiar nuclei, irreproducibility, unpersuasive chemistry, and high background situations.
We would like to point out that for the newest superheavy elements cross-bombardment experiments have achieved increasing importance. Cross-bombardments were established as one of the criteria for discovery in 1991 by the TWG [2] and their growing influence has been extensively deliberated by the JWPs. The key to this importance of cross-bombardment lies in the fact that even in the case of missing anchors the Z of the superheavy can be reliably assigned as the sum of the Zs of the target and projectile, if different combinations of projectile and target are found to produce the same states. Such combinations essentially circumvent possible misidentifications of Z.
Discovery profiles
The JWP report follows discovery profiles. The concise profile begins with the pertinent content from earlier reports [1, [3] [4] [5] . An historical account of the relevant publications is given appended with the JWP's consensus opinion(s) as to the value of the evidence on the basis of the criteria. Our resources for this report were articles submitted by 31 May 2012 by research groups and laboratories in response to formal solicitations by IUPAC. Additional relevant publications routinely available in research libraries or through modern electronic search techniques were also sought by the JWP. 
Discovery profile for Z = 118
The 2006 collaboration of Oganessian et al. [8] observed three concordant events from the fusion of (Table 1) for each chain. One of these chains was reported by Oganessian et al. in 2002 [9] . PRIOR JWP ASSESSMENT: The three events reported for the Z = 118 isotope have very good internal redundancy but, with no anchor to known nuclei, do not satisfy the criteria for discovery.
A 2004 collaboration of Oganessian et al. [10] reported the observation of one complete alpha-decay chain assigned to the [7] .) The colors indicate different decay modes for nuclide Z/A along with its half life in milliseconds (ms), seconds (s), minutes (m) or hours (h) following the convention and data of [7] , q.v. Fl serving to link atomic numbers through cross bombardments. The Dubna-Livermore 2006 collaboration [8] has satisfied the criteria for discovery and its claim is now acknowledged as validated.
Comments
Identification of Z,N becomes more and more difficult in the pursuit of superheavy elements with heavy ion fusions. Development of direct physical methods to determine Z, particularly X-ray measurements as often envisaged, is of growing importance as is the desirability of employing exotic radioactive nuclear beams to access nuclides that are currently synthesized via the hot fusion route. 
Summary of JWP conclusions
The claim of the Dubna-Livermore 2006 collaboration for discovery of the element with atomic number Z = 118 is acknowledged as validated.
